
Lesson 6



Composition 
Techniques



Orientation



Orientation in Photography

Horizontal Orientation is referred in 
photography to ‘landscape’.

Vertical Orientation is referred to as 
‘portrait’.



Orientation in Photography

Some kinds of photos are just suited for 
landscape mode while others are perfect 
for portrait mode.

The general idea is to fit your subject 
into the entire frame and to do it in a 
way that is visually interesting.

Composition is about choosing what to 
include, what to exclude, and where to put 
it all once you’ve made the choice.



Orientation

Choosing which way you frame the subject, 
vertically or horizontally, will have a significant 
impact on the compositional strength of your 
image.


In most situations the frame should always 
match the shape of the subject. 

If shooting a skyline scene, the only choice is 
horizontal. Why? Because a skyline is 
horizontal, it follows the horizon. On the other 
hand, if the subject is a skyscraper, the choice 
would be vertical. Why? Because skyscrapers 
are vertical buildings. 


The shape of the frame isolates the subject. 
Compositions should not look like a round peg 
shoved into a square hole. The frame should 
compliment, not distract from, the total 
composition.  



Orientation

Take a look at the three images of the roses. In 
the first image (top), the rose has been 
composed dead centre of the frame. Why? 
There seems to be no valid reason for this 
placement and two-thirds of the space is 
wasted. The subject is a single rose. Flowers 
with long stems are naturally vertical in shape. 
Then why place it into a horizontal frame? Why 
place it dead center?

 

Look at the second image of the same flower 
(middle). The change is in the format, here the 
flower itself is the subject there is little wasted 
space on either side of the flower. 


Now look at the last image of the roses (bottom). 
This composition works? Why? Because here 
the subject is not a single rose, but rather a 
group of roses in a horizontal arrangement. 
The repetition is carried out through all three 
thirds of the image. The repetition is the subject 
or theme, not the single rose. A single rose is 
vertical where as a bed of roses is horizontal. 
The choice of format emphasizes the subject 
and reinforces the theme.



Orientation

Most people when they are taking 
photography make the mistake of 
shooting everything with horizontal 
orientation (‘landscape’). 

This is short sighted and easy to 
correct by following this simple rule: 

When an image contains a lot of 
horizontal lines, us a horizontal 
orientation.  

When it contains strong vertical 
lines, use a vertical orientation. 



Orientation

Orientation: 

Horizontal images are best used: 

• For group portraits


• When the subject that are wider than tall.


• When the subject is horizontal like a building. 


• To convey a sense of space


• To allow the subject to move horizontally


Vertical images are best used: 

• When the subject is taller than wide


• To give the subject a sense of vertical movement


• To stress depth and height 


• To focus attention on a singular subject - remove 
peripheral distraction



Centering 



Centering

Centering a subject, or group of 
prominent objects in the frame gives 
the image a “showcase-style” 
composition. With this kind of 
composition the main subject is 
unmistakable and becomes the star 
of the show.

Centering is an effective way to draw 
attention to your subject when 
there are very few other items in the 
composition.



Centering

Sometimes there are distracting 
foreground or background objects, 
or there is an element to the side of 
subject that would intrude on the 
image were the subject not centered. 

When events like this occur you must 
make the most of the situation and 
center the subject. 



Centering

Centering can be used to good 
effect on the other end of the 
compositional spectrum when the 
composition is extremely busy. 


When there a lot of objects in a 
frame that compete for attention, 
centering a strong and different 
type object can draw attention to 
it. 




Centering

Whenever you can create a photo 
with symmetry, the symmetry takes 
over the image and becomes the 
main theme. 

If your subject isn’t symmetrical, 
there’s a chance that your entire 
photo will be disorganised and 
potentially unappealing to the eye. 

In this photo of a peacock, the 
photographer has created a 
symmetrical photo with the body of 
the peacock in the centre of the frame. 
If you were to split the photo in two 
both sides would be almost identical.




Background



Background

This is one of those rules that almost all 
beginning photographers break. Sometimes 
we get so wrapped up in our subject that we 
don’t pay any attention to what’s going 
on behind them.  

If the background is busy and doesn’t 
add anything to your composition, tor the 
story of the image, try using a wider 
aperture so those distracting elements 
will become a nondescript blur. Or you 
can just try changing your angle.  

Not all backgrounds need to be excluded, 
of course. Just make sure you pay attention 
to them and ask yourself whether they will 
contribute to or detract from your final 
image.



Background

Uncluttered backgrounds work best for 
portrait photography – Keep unwanted 
elements behind the subject to a 
minimum if it can be avoided. 


This can be achieved by changing your 
angle of view or by moving the subject 
away from unwanted background 
elements.


In the portrait opposite the subject was 
moved further away from the foliage in 
the background. A  wider aperture was 
also used to blur out the plant forms in 
the background. 



Background

Background elements don’t always 
take from an image. Sometimes 
they are essential elements in a 
composition, especially in 
‘storytelling’ images.


In the photo opposite the figure in the 
foreground is looking through the 
pillars at the Washington Monument 
in the background. In this instance 
this background element in the 
composition is pivotal to the 
reading of this photo. 



Background

When photographing people, 
especially individuals portraits, 
choosing a simple background can 
make a portrait. To enhance the 
portrait even further, choose a simple 
background with a colour that will 
compliment the person you are taking 
the portrait of.


In this photo opposite by Steve 
McCurry, he has isolated the figure 
against a yellow/gold featureless 
background. The bright yellow 
background compliment nicely with 
the darker purples and blue of the 
child’s clothing, thus enhancing the look 
and mood of the photo. 



Get Closer - Fill the 
Frame



Get Closer - Fill the Frame

Get in Tight!

In general beginning photographers tend to 
include too much stuff in their images, too 
much space around the subject.

The same is true for portraits. A common issue 
is to see people with a 80mm lens standing too 
far away from their model, leaving the person 
small in the frame.

Fear of encroaching on someone’s personal 
space can come into play.

To get over this use a longer focal length (135 - 
200mm) so you can get a tighter crop without 
having to be too close to the model.



Get Closer - Fill the Frame



Fill the Frame



Fill the Frame

Filling the frame from edge to edge 
leaves little doubt what your intended 
subject is and will give you a more 
professional looking image. 


This compositional techniques is 
good for all subject matter, 
especially when you want to create 
more abstract imagery. It is great for 
emphasising pattern, colour and 
texture.  



Fill the Frame



Rule of Thirds



Rule of Thirds

In the world of photography there is no 
more used rule than the ‘rule of 
thirds’.

In simple terms the rule of thirds is the 
idea of breaking the frame into thirds 
to create nine separate areas.

The photographer then places his 
subject (the portion he wishes to draw 
interest to) either along one of the lines 
or at the intersection of the lines 
produced by them. 

These intersections are often called 
crash points, or hot points.

Studies have shown that when viewing 
images that people’s eyes usually go 
to one of the intersection points most 
naturally rather than the centre of the 
shot.  



Rule of Thirds

Rule of Thirds

Portraits with the person smack in the middle of 
the frame feel a bit average, boring even. We are 
used to seeing this composition trait in most amateur 
photography.

Using the Rule of Thirds, as you would for any of 
your photography, place the subject off-centre to 
add interest. 



Rule of Thirds - Group Portraits

Almost always, when photographing 
people, the focus of the picture is 
the head, or eyes. In group shots 
where the people are of the same 
height, you want the eyes of your 
subject on the upper horizontal 
line.  


When you are dealing with different 
age groups like a family shot with 
young children, you can break up the 
composition by placing the kids on 
a separate line to the parents. 


Also by placing the children in the 
foreground you will give more 
emphasis to the kids in the photo.   



Rule of Thirds



Rule of Thirds



Rule of Thirds

Rule of Thirds - Vertical Framing

In that case use the eyes for the rule of thirds 
placement.

This is not set in stone, but a good starting point 
when working in the vertical (portrait) format.



Lead Room - Rule of 
Space



Rule of Space / Lead Room

The Rule of Space / Lead Room 
involves creating negative space 
that relates to your subject.


For example, if you place negative 
space outside your subjects head 
in a portrait, you imply maybe there 
is thought going on - particularly if 
you direct your subject's eyes 
toward the negative space.


Or if you have a picture of a 
motorcycle zooming across the 
desert. Placing the negative space 
in front of the motorcycle creates a 
sense of direction or implication of 
eventual destination.



Rule of Space / Lead Room

In essence the 'rule' of lead room is that when 
framing a subject, well composed shots will 
include 'white space' (negative space) in the 
direction that a subject is facing, or in the 
case of moving objects, in front of the 
direction that an object is moving.


Lead room is an important compositional 
technique to keep in mind because altering 
the lead room has the potential to alter the 
mood or 'feeling' of a photograph. 


For example, in the portrait on the right lead 
room has been given in the direction the 
model's body is facing and as a result the 
portrait feels open and relaxed.


But if we take the same exact picture and 
shift the model to the other side of the frame, 
all of a sudden it feels as though the model is 
cramped within the frame.




Rule of Space / Lead Room

The effects of lead room can be even 
more pronounced when the subject of 
a photograph is in motion. 


You should always consider the path 
of moving subjects, and generally 
leave space in front of them into 
which they can move. 


By leaving room in front of the 
subject, the viewer will see that the 
subject has somewhere to go.


In the picture opposite the jogger in 
the top photo look like she is running 
out of space. In the lower picture we 
imagine the jogger having plenty of 
time to run within the picture.




Lead Room - Rule of Space

Leave Space in front off the Subject

When you have a portrait with the person 
looking in one direction ideally you want to 
leave more space in front of them – allowing 
them space to look into.

Not to say you can’t do the opposite, as you’ll see 
later, but it feels more comfortable with space 
for them to look or move forward.

In photography this is called lead room.

The space in front of the model in the bottom 
photo looks cramped compared to the top photo 
where there is plenty of space between the model 
and the direction she is looking into.



Rule of Space / Lead Room



Rule of Space / Lead Room



Rule of Odd’s



Rule of Odd’s

Rule of Odd’s

The Rule of Odds states that framing your 
subject with 2 surrounding objects (thus 
creating an odd number of 3) suggests balance 
and harmony visually. We tend to prefer 
balance and feel comfortable with these 
groupings of 3. 

Groups of 2 or 4 can sometimes create a 
sense of competition where as the odd 
groupings tend to balance that a bit. This is a 
very subjective rule, but it does create balance.



Rule of Odd’s

Remember though that odd numbers really 
don't just refer to the number 3. 

Objects of 5 or more create more density 
than the viewer will perceive and the effect is 
null at that point.

Larger numbers of objects, however can be 
divided visually into groupings of 3, thus 
bringing more cohesion to the composition.



Rule of Odd’s



Rule of Odd’s



Viewpoint



Viewpoint / Perspective

Let’s take an image of a child as an 
example.  

Shot from above, a photograph of a 
child makes her appear diminutive, or 
less than equal to the viewer.  

Shot from her level, the viewer is 
more easily able to see things from 
her point of view. In this case the 
viewer becomes her equal rather than 
her superior.  

But shoot that same child from below 
and suddenly there’s a sense of 
dominance about the child.



Viewpoint / Perspective

Shooting from Eye Level: Shooting a 
photo from eye level of the subject is the 
quickest way to help your viewers 
connect emotionally with a photo 
subject.  

We read a lot of the subjects emotions 
through the eyes, so it is important to 
ensure the eyes are looking directly at 
the lens to convey this emotion.  



Viewpoint

Low Angle Shots: Low viewpoints and 
low camera angles can add emphasis 
and interest to many ordinary 
photographs.  

A low viewpoint can be used to distort 
scale or add strength to a picture or to 
emphasise certain elements within the 
picture.  

Low angles tend to lend strength and 
dominance to a subject and dramatise 
the subject. 

Low angle shots are also a good way of 
separating the subject from the 
background, eliminating unwanted 
clutter in a photo.



Viewpoint

High Angle Shots:  High angle shots 
have the opposite effect of Low-angle 
portrait shots in that the subject 
appears more submissive and less 
equal than the viewer. 

Shooting down can also be a good way 
to isolate a subject and remove 
unwanted clutter from a photo.

In the example opposite you can see 
how the photographer isolated the 
subject against the simple background. 
This helps to create a simpler 
composition without any unwanted 
clutter. 



Viewpoint / Perspective

Perspective can also change the 
viewer’s perception of an object’s 
size.  

To emphasize the height of a tree, 
for example, shoot it from below, 
looking up.



Sub-Framing



Sub-Framing

SubFraming is simply taking an 
object or subject in your image and 
framing it with other elements in 
the composition, thus having a 
picture in a picture. 

This is a nice way to place emphasis 
on something in the composition 
and is particularly effective when an 
object is small and surrounded by 
detail.



Sub-Framing

The benefits of framing pictures include:


1. Leading the eye towards your main 
focal point.


2. It gives the photo context - For 
example framing a scene with an archway 
can tell you something about the place 
you are by the architecture of the 
archway. It also gives you a connection to 
where the photo way taken.


3. It gives a sense of depth and layers to 
the image. 


4. Intriguing your viewer - Sometimes 
it’s what you can’t see in an image that 
draws you into it as much as (if not more 
than) what you can see in the picture. 



Sub-Framing

In photography, the term “natural 
frame” doesn’t necessarily mean a 
natural object.  

A natural frame can be a doorway, 
an archway – or the branches of a 
tree or the mouth of a cave.  

Simply put, a natural frame is 
anything you can use en lieu of one 
of those expensive wood frames.  

Using natural frames is a trick that 
will isolate your subject from the 
rest of the image, leading the 
viewer’s eyes straight to the place 
you want it to go.



Sub-Framing



Negative Space



Negative Space

Negative Space

Negative space is the area which surrounds 
the main subject in your photo (the main 
subject is known as the "positive space”).

This definition is rather abstract, so take the 
following example; the power lines in this 
image opposite form the positive space while 
the sky is the negative space.



Negative Space

Negative Space

When used properly, negative space provides 
a natural balance against the positive 
space in a scene. 

When framing your photo, adjust your 
composition until the positive and negative 
spaces in the shot feel well balanced 
against one another. 



Negative Space

Negative Space - Mood

Negative space can drastically change the 
mood and story of an image.

In many cases, negative space is the mood, 
the emotion, what creates those things in the 
first place. It can act as a context, it can create a 
sense of lightness, airiness, it can strengthen 
the positive emotions in a photograph, 
emphasise the feelings of your subject whether 
they are romantic or simply joyful.

It can also add a sense of loneliness, despair. 
In short, whatever message you are trying to 
send out, whichever feelings, emotions you want 
to convey, whichever story you want to tell, the 
use of negative space affects it all.



Portrait Rules



Leave Enough Space 
above the Subjects Head



Space above the Head

The photo on the left is not cropped in far enough…It looks like the top of her 
head looks like it has been chopped off…The photo on the right is a far 

better crop compared to the photo on the right where the features are more 
prominent.



Space above the Head



Space above the Head



Leave enough Shoulders 
for a Good Base when 

showing the Whole Head



Leave enough Shoulders for a Good Base when showing the 
Whole Head

Leave enough Shoulders for a Good Base

A head needs something to sit on or it looks 
bit odd, like a floating head.

Think about sculptures you may have seen in 
museums. 

When you see a bust sculpture, what is on the 
bottom supporting the head? Right, part of the 
shoulders. Same applies in photography, the 
head needs a base.

This only applies to full head shots, not fill-the-
frame crop portraits.



Space above the Head



Watch the Cropping of 
Body Parts



Watch the Cropping of Body-Parts

Watch the Cropping of Body Parts

Try to avoid cropping off your subject’s 
hands or feet – either leave them in or crop in 
tighter to the knees and elbows.

When you crop off a small part of an 
appendage it tends to look amputated, like 
something is missing or it’s a mistake. 

But when you come in closer it’s obvious 
you’ve done it on purpose.



Watch the Cropping of Body-Parts

Cropped a bit too tight, the model is missing a few fingers and it looks odd. It’s also a 
bit close on the top of her head and overall the portrait feels crowded.



Watch the Cropping of Body-Parts

Much better framing for this portrait has space above her head and all of her fingers included. 
Notice how the legs are cut off at the knee but that doesn’t feel as awkward as the missing fingers.



Watch the Cropping of Body-Parts



3/4 Crop



3/4 Crop in Portraiture

3/4 Cop for Portraits

The 3/4 portrait crop allows you to show 
some of the body with the face still a 
scale relative to the framing that isn’t too 
small.

Cropping mid thigh looks visually more 
pleasing than doing so at the knee.

A rule of thumb is if it bends don't crop it.



Correct Crop Points for the Body

445j



Cropping the Face



3/4 Crop in Portraiture

Do Not Crop into the Chin

Keeping the eyes in the top third of the 
frame is visually better than cropping into 
someone’s chin.

Portraits look much stronger visually 
when the eyes are positioned in the top 
third of the frame.

Cropping into the chin is visually jarring.



It’s OK to Crop into the 
Head



It’s OK to Crop into the Head

It’s OK to Crop into the Head

The most important features in any portrait 
are the mouth and eyes. These features give 
expression to the portrait and it is ok to focus 
in on them to give dramatic portraits.

Sometimes cropping into the head can create 
a dynamic, interesting look for a portrait.

Just be careful you don’t go too far, or don’t crop 
in far enough.



It’s OK to Crop into the Head

The photo on the left isn't cropped enough, with the top of the head pressed against 
the top of the frame…The photo on the right is perfectly cropped, with the top of the head 
cropped and some shoulder showing.



Tilt the Camera



Tilt the Camera

Tilt the Camera

When you’re photographing things like 
landscapes or architecture you usually want 
to make sure the horizon and any verticals 
are straight. 

With portraits you can break this rule and tilt 
the camera to add movement to a portrait.

Diagonal lines are infinity more interesting 
and have more flow than straight ones. 

But keep this in mind:

A 5-10 degree tilt will seem crooked, while a 
30-45 degree one will appear intentional. So 
don't do in half measures.



Tilt the Camera

Here’s an example of a portrait shot both straight up, and with a tilt. Which feels like it 
has more movement and flow?



Posing the Figure



The Face



Posing the Figure - The Face and Neck

The Face and Neck

Photographing straight on with square 
shoulders and face can often lead to boring 
portraits.

Creating a slight angle in the shoulders and 
tilting the head to one side creates a more 
dynamic looking portrait.

By turning the head, the neck gets stretched 
and reduces the appearance of a double chin 
if one exists.



Head Shots



The Chin



The Nose



Posing the Figure - the Nose

Don’t let the Nose Break the Face Line

If they turn too far and the nose crosses this 
line, it "breaks" the natural curve of the face.

It creates the "Pinocchio" effect and 
extends the length of their nose. 

You can avoid this by having them turn 
back toward you slightly, until you can 
see a little bit of space between the end 
of their nose, and the side of their face. 
You don't want to break that line or it makes 
them look like they have disproportionate 
facial features.



Posing the Figure - the Nose



Shoulders



Posing the Figure - Shoulders

Angle the Shoulders

When taking head shot and upper body 
portraits of people one simple posing tip is 
to angle the shoulders of your subject rather 
than to have them even or squared in your 
shot.

Generally speaking, angling the shoulders 
slightly gives you shot balance and helps 
lead your viewer’s eye into the shot towards 
your main focal point.



Posing the Figure - Shoulders

Angle the Shoulders

Getting this effect might mean actually getting 
your subject to lean in one direction or 
another or it could simply mean getting them to 
turn their body a little so you’re not 
photographing them directly front on.

Another technique can be to frame your 
subject slightly off centre so that one 
shoulder is actually out of the frame.



The Arms



Posing the Figure - The Arms

The Arms

When people stand naturally, another thing 
they do is stand with their arms flat at their 
sides. 

This causes several problems. First, it makes 
them look awkward and uncomfortable in the 
photo. Secondly, their arm presses against 
their torso. This squishes the arm out and 
makes it look larger than it actually is. 

This will make for poor photography and make 
the body appear wider.

When the elbows are away from the body, 
the waistline is defined and appears 
slimmer.



Bringing it all Together



Posing the Figure - The Arms

Here's a checklist you can follow for your next 
shoot.

• Hair is behind one shoulder, in front of the 

other

• Chin is forward to create a strong jawline

• Arm is lifted from the torso

• Waist doesn't have any visual extenders

• Shoulders are turned

• Iris is seen over the whites

• Nose doesn't break the line of the face



Full Female Pose



Full Male Pose



Posing the Figure



Posing the Figure



Posing the Figure



What is the Optimum 
Lens for Portraiture



Optimum Lens for Portraiture 

What is the optimum lens for portraiture?

It depends on how much of a person you're 
showing.

If you want the whole person standing, you can 
use a 50-70mm lens. If they sit down, a 
70-105mm works great.

If you want just head and shoulders, you'll want a 
200mm to 300mm lens, at least, since you want 
to stay at least fifteen feet away.

Ever see a pro model shoot in the field? The 
photographer is usually using a big fat telephoto on 
a monopod like a 300mm f/2.8 or 400mm f/2.8 for 
head shots.

http://www.kenrockwell.com/nikon/30028vr.htm
http://www.adorama.com/refby.tpl?sstring=NK40028AFVR&refby=rflaid021866


What is the Optimum 
Distance



What is the Optimum Distance

What is the optimum distance?

Closer and farther away renders the facial 
features in different proportion.

As you get closer the nose gets bigger and 
the ears get smaller.

Get further away, and the face flattens out.

People working in studios often have space 
limitations.



Lens Distortion of the Face



Best Focal length for Portraiture

Wide Angle Lenses

A wide-angle is not normally the 'go to' lens 
for portrait photographers.

Even the best wide-angle lenses can be less 
than flattering to your subject, as if you're 
too close, noses and foreheads appear 
larger. 

Wide-angle lenses do have their uses in 
portrait photography. While not great for 
headshots, they're perfect for environmental 
portraits where you want to show someone in 
their surroundings, and can keep them 
relatively small in the centre of the frame.

http://www.digitalcameraworld.com/2013/05/22/headshots-how-to-shoot-passport-photos-social-media-avatars-and-other-informal-portraits/
http://www.digitalcameraworld.com/2013/05/22/headshots-how-to-shoot-passport-photos-social-media-avatars-and-other-informal-portraits/


Classic Portrait 
Lenses



85mm

85MM

This focal length is long enough to render 
facial features in a flattering manner, but 
wide enough to still highlight the unique 
facial topography of each subject, which 
is why 85mm is the classic portraiture 
focal length. 



135mm

135mm

An 85mm lens can give you separation 
from the background, but a 135mm does 
it better given its angle of view. 

At this focal length the features of the 
face will begin to flatten out and you will 
be able to keep a descent distance 
between you and the model. 

An 85mm lens requires you to be too 
close for a head shot.

15ft is ideal to capture the upper part of 
the body.



200mm

200mm

Compression is at its strongest at this 
focal length. 

Features are slimmed and reduced, and 
facial topography is flattened.

This is often flattering for the subject. If you 
want to keep the geometry of the face 
looking 3D, stick to a shorted focal length.



200mm

200mm

Working distance is long.

At 15ft you will only be able to capture 
about 2ft of the subject, so for a whole 
body shot you ned to be some distance 
away.

A 200mm lens won’t do group shots, but it 
is ideal for head shots and individual, or 
couple full length shots where you 
narrow down the focus of the 
composition.



Software



3. The Potential and 
Limitations of Image 

Processing Technology



Potential & Limitations of Image Processing Technology

Potential of Image Processing Technology

There are countless numbers of software available for 
images processing from freeware to the professional 
packages like Lightroom and Photoshop.

Lightroom and Photoshop have become the industry 
standard and are both Adobe products. Adobe offer both 
Photoshop and Lightroom Creative Cloud making the 
applications available for your desktop, mobile and the web 
(login and use cloud computing software). 

Creative Cloud is available via a subscription model. 
Monthly fees have to be paid instead of a once off payment. 

Photoshop CC: €24.59 a month - Lightroom CC: €12.29 a 
month 

Photoshop 6: €620 - Lightroom 6: €119 

You can also a stand alone package of both Lightroom and 
Photoshop on disk or download from the Adobe site. 



Image Processing Software

Adobe Image Processing Software

The three most popular image post-
processing programs among 
photographers by Adobe are:

• Lightroom
• Photoshop
• Photoshop Elements



Adobe Bridge



Adobe Bridge

Adobe Bridge

Bridge is a file browser intended to be used by 
anyone working with the Adobe Creative Suite 
applications, such as Photoshop, Premiere Pro, 
After Effects, Illustrator and so on.

Bridge itself does not have any image editing 
capabilities.

It acts as a organiser and selection tool for 
other applications such as Photoshop.



Adobe Bridge

Adobe Bridge Potential

File Management

Bridge allows you to view your files from any 
folder on your hard-drive, organise your files 
in collections or move files effortlessly to new 
location on your hard drive.

It also allows you to easily import files from a 
camera or external drive.

Placing Files in other Apps

Adobe Bridge can place those files into various 
Adobe applications such as Photoshop, 
Illusrattor and After Effects.



Adobe Bridge

Adobe Bridge Potential

Metadata Information

Adobe Bridge allows you to view and add 
metadata to your files. This is essential for 
protecting your images and adding you copyright 
information.

Compare Photos

Bridge allows you to review and compare 
similar photos for selection in Filmstrip mode.



Adobe Bridge

Adobe Bridge Potential

Tag Photos

Adobe Bridge allows you to tag photos with 
keywords for refining your viewing and searching

Collections

Bridge allows you to organise your photos into 
individual Collections for easier retrieval of 
specific files

Web Galleries and PDF Files

Bridge can generate webpage layouts and 
crate PDF files with customisable layouts. 



Adobe Bridge

Adobe Bridge Limitations

Unlike Lightroom you cannot do any photo 
editing in this package, it is purely for viewing 
and organising your photos.

Adobe Bridge is a ‘finder’, it enables you to go 
through your hard drives to find folders and 
see thumbnails of the content of that folder.

The downside to this system is that if you 
open a folder with a lot of images in it, Bridge 
may struggle to handle that many files and the 
application will slow down. 

While Adobe Bridge has some of the Lightroom 
functionality, it is not a database / catalog system. 
It is only a browser or file manager. 



Lightroom
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Potential & Limitations of Adobe Lightroom

Lightroom has become an invaluable tool for 
photographers given the range of services it 
provides the user.  

The main purpose of Lightroom is to help you 
manage, sort and post-process huge numbers of 
photographs as quickly as possible. 

Lightroom is often all you need, with the ability to 
geotag, sort, manage, edit, retouch, print images as 
well as create online galleries and design albums.



Processing RAW files

Processing RAW files

If you work in RAW and want to process a lot 
of RAW files quickly, then Lightroom is the 
best application to do this. 

Unlike Adobe RAW you can view and batch 
process multiple files in Lightroom. This is a 
very handy feature when you want to make 
the same adjustments to a number of files. 

Lightroom offers you a way to quickly work with 
a large number of photographs at a time with 
an advanced user interface and 
straightforward, precise, capable set of tools.

Lightroom help you go through the process of 
organising, post-processing, printing and 
exhibiting your work online through social 
networks or stand-alone galleries.



Potential & Limitations of Image Processing Technology

Potential & Limitations of Adobe Lightroom

Catalogues / Database

Lightroom is a database-driven image management 
software system that automatically reads image metadata 
(such as camera make and model, date/time captured, 
aperture, shutter speed, ISO, white balance and more), known 
as EXIF and writes information about each photograph in a 
new database known as “catalog”. 

As images are imported, Lightroom has built-in functionality 
to add additional information to each image, allowing you 
to tag images with specific keywords, flags and star 
ratings. 

This makes it very easy to sort through hundreds of 
images and pick the best ones, edit them selectively or in 
batches.

This type of tagging and indexing is not available in 
Photoshop, because Photoshop does not keep a database 
with cataloged images.

https://photographylife.com/what-is-exif-data


Potential & Limitations of Image Processing Technology
Potential of Adobe Lightroom

Catalogues Databases

A catalog is a database that tracks the location of your 
photos and information about them.

Employing a database system means Lightroom does 
not work with the original files directly. Instead, it 
stores information about them along with rendered 
previews in a set of files that make up a Catalog.

The list of such information includes metadata, filters, 
rating and adjustments you may have applied to a 
specific photograph inside Lightroom. 

When you edit photos, rate them, add keywords to 
them, or do other things to photos in Lightroom, all those 
changes are stored in the catalog. The photo files 
themselves are not touched.
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Develop Module - Non-Destructive

Lightroom’s catalog system allows non-destructive editing.

This means that whichever adjustments you choose to apply to an 
image inside Lightroom, the original file always remains intact. 

The Develop module in Lightroom lets you adjust the colour and 
tonal scale of your photos as well as crop photos, make local 
adjustments, remove red eye, and make other corrections.

With nondestructive editing, your original file is not altered, 
whether it’s a camera raw file or a rendered file such as a JPEG 
or TIFF.

Your edits are stored in Lightroom as a set of instructions that 
are applied to your photo in memory.

Non-destructive editing means you can explore and create 
different versions of your photo without degrading your original 
image data.
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Lightroom v Photoshop

Where Lightroom differs significantly to Photoshop is that 
it uses a Non-Destructive workflow.

This lets you work on files without losing the original and 
being able to back-track your steps, much like having an 
Undo which persists across executions.

Unless you save you files as a PSD file in Photoshop with 
all your adjustment layers in tact you will not be able to 
revert back to how the images was once you imported it 
into Photoshop.

If you flatten the file and save it under the same name all 
the adjustments you made will be lost and unrecoverable. 



Potential & Limitations of Image Processing Technology

Develop Module

Develop you JPEG and RAW files

Allows Global and Local adjustments in :

• Exposure
• White Balance
• Contrast adjustments
• Shadows
• colour adjustments
• sharpness
• Noise
• lens correction 
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Lightroom can:

Create Webpages and Books

Books: Create book layouts for export to PDF or to 
Blurb

Webpages: Create webpage content from you 
galleries using templates



Potential & Limitations of Image Processing Technology

Lightroom Can’t:

Lightroom is far less capable than Photoshop and 
doing complete image manipulation. Lightroom main 
draw back is that doesn't allow you do do complex image 
processing.

Unlike Photoshop you are not able to work in layers.

Layers allow you to make adjustments in a more 
precise fashion - for example, you could layer two different 
images and adjust the interaction between those layers.

Photoshop allows for multiple layers to be stored within 
a master file, meaning that you can keep different images 
or edits on separate layers, and then hide, modify or 
enhance any of those layers independently.
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Lightroom v Photoshop
1 Lightroom is easier to learn than Photoshop

2 Lightroom already contains a big number of post-processing tools (as shown 
above) – good for 90%+ of editing tasks

3 Lightroom will help you in establishing a solid photography workflow process

4 Lightroom makes you more efficient, because you can go through and 
process many photos quickly, without having to deal with opening and 
closing files

5 Lightroom will keep you organised by cataloging all of your images in one 
place, making it easy to find and work with images

6 As a file and media management tool, Lightroom allows creating folders and 
sub-folders in your hard drive and can mass-rename files using templates.

7 Editing images in Lightroom is non-destructive, which means that the 
original file never gets permanently changed, whereas Photoshop is a mix of 
destructive and non-destructive editing

8 Unless separate layers are kept for every change, Photoshop does not keep 
historical changes. With Lightroom, you can go back and restore earlier 
settings after making changes

9 Lightroom can display image metadata as an overlay as you edit photos. 
Photoshop cannot do that once an image is opened

10 Lightroom is more than twice cheaper than Photoshop



Photoshop



Photoshop

Adobe Photoshop

Photoshop was originally created as a tool for 
simple image editing, which since 1990 has 
grown into a monster software suite with many 
functions and capabilities to accommodate 
graphic designers, architects, animators, 
publishers, photographers and even 3D artists.

Photoshop is Adobe's photo editing, image 
creation and graphic design software.

Photoshop is a complex image and graphics 
editing software designed for editing one 
image at a time.
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Adobe Photoshop

Photoshop is considered the leader in image editing software. 
Photoshop allows you to: 

• Process RAW files once you have the Camera RAW plugin

• Resize

• Crop

• colour correction

• tonal correction

• text and image

• combining imagery in layers

• adding creative filters

• Create panoramas

• Create Hight Dynamic Images



Photoshop

Adobe Photoshop

Layers

It works on the principal of ‘layers’. 

Photoshop allows for multiple layers to be 
stored within a master file, meaning that you 
can keep different images or edits on 
separate layers, and then hide, modify or 
enhance any of those layers independently.



Photoshop

Adobe Photoshop - Composing and Blending

Because of the ability to layer components within 
an image, it is possible to blend those layers 
together in unique ways.

Masking

Masking is a feature is very powerful in 
controlling adjustments between layers.

Masking allows you to protect specific parts of 
the photo from any adjustments being made down 
to the pixel level, simply by painting out the area 
you’d like to keep.

http://digital-photography-school.com/photoshop-masks-101/


Photoshop

Photoshop Toolbox

Photoshop also has a vastly larger set of tools for 
photographers to choose from compared to Lightroom. 
 

It offers far more tools for local and global 
adjustments to your photos and for graphic work.

For example, Lightroom has a basic image 
sharpening panel in the develop module and a 
simple output sharpening function. Photoshop has 
five different global sharpening methods (each 
complete with a panel full of potential settings) as well 
as tools for localised sharpening.



What is Photoshop

Photoshop Limitations - No Database

Despite all its functionality, Photoshop is not software 
to manage your files. If you compare it to Lightroom 
then it would only have the develop module and the 
print module.

You will not be able to view you images in 
Photoshop unless you open them one by one. 

Photoshop is best working with an image 
management system like Lightroom. Lightroom 
allows you to migrate into Photoshop easily and stores 
the photoshop file once it is created. 



Camera RAW



Camera RAW

Camera RAW

Adobe Camera Raw, which lets you import 
and enhance raw images, has been a must-
have tool for professional photographers right 
since it was first released in 2003. 

Applications that support Adobe Camera Raw 
include Photoshop, Photoshop Elements, 
After Effects, and Bridge. Additionally, Adobe 
Lightroom is built upon the same powerful 
raw image processing technology that 
powers Adobe Camera Raw. 

Camera RAW is a plug-in that comes with 
Photoshop. Whenever you open a RAW file the 
Camera RAW plug-in will be launched.



Camera RAW

Camera RAW

RAW files have to be processed before you 
work with them in Photoshop or share them 
with people. 

A RAW file is unprocessed image information 
captured directly from your camera sensor. It 
doest have a colour space fixed or file format. It 
needs to be proceeded so it can be shared on 
different platforms. 

You can also edit JPEG files in Camera RAW 
by right clicking on the selected image. This 
will give you the same controls as a RAW file, but 
you won’t be able to push a JPEG as far as a 
RAW file.
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Lightroom has a specific set of tools that make it easy to edit and manipulate 
images.

1 Histogram Sub-Module: Histogram, Crop & Straighten, Spot Removal, Red 
Eye Corrections, Graduated Filter, Adjustment Brush

2 Basic Sub-Module: White Balance Temp and Tint; Exposure, Recovery, Fill 
Light, Blacks, Brightness, Contrast; Clarity, Vibrance, Saturation

3 Tone Curve Sub-Module: Highlights, Lights, Darks, Shadows, Point Curve

4 HSL / Color / B&W Sub-Module: Hue, Saturation, Luminance

5 Split Toning Sub-Module: Highlights Hue & Saturation, Balance, Shadows 
Hue and Saturation

6 Detail Sub-Module: Sharpening Amount, Radius, Detail, Masking; Noise 
Reduction Luminance, Detail, Contrast, Color, Detail

7 Lens Corrections Sub-Module: Lens Profile, Distortion, Chromatic Aberration, 
Vignetting

8 Effects Sub-Module: Post-Crop Vignetting Style, Amount, Midpoint, 
Roundness, Feather, Highlights; Grain Amount, Size, Roughness

9 Camera Calibration Sub-Module: Process, Profile, Shadows Tint, Red 
Primary Hue and Saturation, Green Primary Hue and Saturation, Blue Primary 
Hue and Saturation



Adobe Photoshop 
Elements



Adobe Photoshop Elements

Adobe Photoshop Elements

Adobe Photoshop Elements is an entry level image 
editor for hobbyists. 

It is a lighter version of Photoshop with some but not 
all the capabilities of Photoshop.

Its broad appeal for editing family pictures through a 
user friendly user interface. Sharing some of the 
technology with Photoshop means that it is still a 
powerful program, although obviously not as flexible. 

This programme allows users to create, edit, organise 
and share images.



Adobe Photoshop Elements

Organiser

Elements includes a photo organiser, a 
way to find photos within a central Library 
and tag them. 

It offers some basic Catalog and 
Organiser functions, and in that way it is 
again similar to Lightroom.

It allows you to create catalogues, albums 
to group photos by occasion or subject, add 
tags to your photos. 



Adobe Photoshop Elements

Processing Images

As far as photographic post-processing 
capability goes, it’s not as sophisticated as 
Lightroom and Photoshop.  

Photoshop Elements is much less 
complicated than Photoshop and thus 
quicker to use with fewer tools and fast 
operation.  

However, it’s still just as inconvenient when 
working with a large number of images, 
especially RAW, simultaneously. Lightroom 
is much better a t this. 



Adobe Photoshop Elements

Post Processing

It doesn’t offer nearly as much capability as 
both Photoshop and Lightroom.

If you want a piece of software for quick 
JPEG adjustments, some minor retouching 
and basic image managing and organising 
without the complexity of either feature-
packed Photoshop or Lightroom, it can be a 
great choice.

Photoshop is still better for extensive 
professional retouching, excellent plugin 
system for third party applications, 
manipulation and graphical work, while 
Lightroom is much better for RAW files and 
processing large number of images quickly.



Adobe Photoshop Elements

Conclusion

Photoshop Elements can be thought of a stripped 
down version of Photoshop, merged with a 
stripped down version of Lightroom. 

Think of it as a bridge between the two. It’s not as 
powerful as either one, but shares the 
functionality of both.
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Printers

Epson ET-2600 

EcoTank Printer


Filling station attached to the 
printer. 


Far more economical that 
cartridges printers.  Enough to 
print up to 4,000 pages2, and 
equivalent to about 20 ink 
cartridge sets.


Resolution: 1440 dpi



Printers

Epson SC-P600 

• 9 colours


• Wi-Fi


• A3+


• Resolution: 1440 and 5760 dpi


• Sheet and Roll paper 

• http://www.northlight-images.co.uk/
epson-surecolor-p600-review/

http://www.northlight-images.co.uk/epson-surecolor-p600-review/
http://www.northlight-images.co.uk/epson-surecolor-p600-review/

